PASSAGE   TO   INDIA
not trying to understand people and thus being unable to
love them.
There was a young man among my fellow-passengers
whose story is worth recording. About thirty years old,
he had undergone seven or eight operations for what he
knew vaguely as " some obscure form of obstruction of the
intestine/' While on board he was seized with another
attack, and the ship's doctor asked me to stay on the boat
from Colombo to Madras in case I should be needed to
perform an operation. This proved to be unnecessary,
since the patient improved a great deal after leaving
Colombo. I learnt the purpose of his voyage, which was
that before he should succumb to a fatal attack of this
nature, he should be able to visit his father in Calcutta, to
say good-bye to him. I afterwards heard that he reached
Calcutta all right, and was able to greet his father. Then,
a fortnight later, he faced that expected fatal seizure. It
was a tragic business.
Comic relief on the voyage was provided by a man
at Birkenhead. I had never met him before, but he
confided to me the care of his son (aged nineteen or twenty)
whom he was sending round the world " to see life before
settling down to business at home." I was specially en-
trusted with the task of seeing " that none of these women
you meet on board ship get him into their toils." As
fate would have it, it was not long before this very thing
occurred. Now, in these matters I always prefer to live
and let live, but I had given a promise to the father and
therefore had to do something about it. The only plan
of campaign that suggested itself to me was that I should
try to woo the lady of his affections and lure her away from
the youth to myself ! Anyone who knows me, my lack of
facial attraction, and my gauche manner, will roar with
laughter at the very thought of such a task. But—
marvellous to relate—my wiles succeeded, and the lady
was duly diverted from her first " love " to an unattractive
schemer in the shape of myself ! With womanly intuition
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